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JOE’S APRIL MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, April 4
Actor Martinez (NR) Drama

A fame-seeking Denver performer hires two indie filmmakers to come to
town and make a film with him as the star.
The Book of Love (PG13) Drama -- Jason Sudeikis, Maisie Williams
After the death of his wife, an introverted architect helps a homeless teen
build a raft to sail across the Atlantic.
The Bounce Back (PG13) Romance/Comedy
A relationship guru and best-selling author finds himself falling for the
licensed therapist who questions his methods.
Bwoy (NR) Studio Q/Drama -- Anthony Rapp
A married man becomes obsessed with a young Jamaican man online,
uncovering a truth he and his wife can no longer avoid.
Don’t Hang Up (R) Horror
An evening of prank calls becomes a nightmare for a pair of teens when
a stranger turns their own game against them.
Don’t Kill It (NR) Fantasy/Horror
A grizzled old demon hunter must save a tiny Mississippi town from an
ancient demon.
Institute (NR) Suspense -- James Franco
In 19th century Baltimore, a grief-stricken girl voluntarily checks herself
into an asylum, and is subjected to bizarre and violent experiments.
Killa (NR) Foreign/Drama (India)
An 11-year-old Indian boy who has just lost his father is forced to adapt to
a new school in a small village.
Lucky’s Treasure (NR) Family
A college-bound young woman moves to her grieving grandpa’s country
home to help him take care of her late grandmother’s horse.
Newtown (NR) Documentary
How the community of Newtown, Ct. came together in the aftermath of
the largest mass shooting of schoolchildren in American history.
Office Christmas Party (R) Comedy -- Jason Bateman, Olivia Munn
When his bank CEO sister threatens to shut down his branch, the
manager throws an epic party to land a big client and save the day.
Paterson (R) Comedy/Drama -- Adam Driver
Director Jim Jarmusch’s quiet observation of the triumphs and defeats of
a married couple’s simple daily life.
Puppylove (NR) Foreign/Drama (Belgium)
A loner teen finds her life turned upside down by the appearance of a
young and charismatic emancipated English girl.
Rogue One: Star Wars (PG13) Sci-Fi/Adventure
The Rebel Alliance makes a risky move to steal the plans for the Death
Star, setting up the epic saga to follow.
Running Wild (PG13) Drama -- Sharon Stone, Tommy Flanagan
A widow tries to save her ranch by working with convicts to rehabilitate a
herd of wild horses that wandered onto her property.

Smoking Guns (NR) Crime/Drama

On a Friday afternoon in North London, Jack decides to bet on a horse win
treble which, if all three horses win, would net him a fortune.
Three (NR) Foreign/Crime/Drama (Hong Kong)
During a police showdown, a thug shoots himself to force the cops to take
him to the hospital as a way for his underlings to rescue him.
Time Toys (NR) Family/Sci-Fi
A group of middle school kids stumble upon a chest full of incredible toys
from the future.
We Don’t Belong Here (R) Drama -- Catherine Keener, Anton Yelchin
The matriarch of a dysfunctional family is pushed to her tipping point by the
disappearance of her son.
We Go On (NR) Horror
Paralyzed by his fear of dying, a man offers a reward to the first person
who can show him anything to prove that we go on after our deaths.
Youth in Oregon (NR) Comedy/Drama
A man drives his embittered 80-year-old father-in-law cross-country to be
legally euthanized in Oregon.

Tuesday, April 11
The Alley Cat (NR) Action/Sports

Jasper leaves an alley cat race and goes on a physical and spiritual
journey on her bike, through Chicago’s nighttime streets.
Believe (NR) Family/Drama
A small-town business owner tries to save the local Christmas pageant and
finds the unexpected help of a ten-year-old disadvantaged boy.
Brimstone (R) Western/Thriller -- Dakota Fanning, Guy Pearce
From the moment the new reverend climbs the pulpit, Liz knows she and
her family are in great danger.
Bye Bye Man (PG13) Horror
Three friends stumble upon the horrific origins of a mysterious figure that is
the root cause of the evil behind unspeakable acts.
Claire in Motion (NR) Drama
Claire is sure of herself, her work and family, until her husband disappears,
leaving a trail of puzzling secrets that shatter her certainty.
Hidden Figures (PG) Drama -- Octavia Spencer
The story of a team of African-American women mathematicians who served
a vital role in NASA during the early years of the US space program.
Lad: A Yorkshire Story (NR) Drama
A teenage boy forms a friendship with a park ranger in the Yorkshire Dales
after the death of his father.
Lake Eerie (NR) Horror
A young widow moves into an old house after the death of her husband,
and soon discovers that she is not alone.
Lion (PG13) Adventure/Drama -- Dev Patel, Nicole Kidman
A five-year-old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of
kilometers from home, and is then adopted by an Austrailian couple.

The Mafia Kills Only in Summer (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Italy)

Black comedy inspired by 20 years of history of Sicily from 1970s to
1990s that mocks mafia bosses and celebrates the heroes of anti-mafia.
Monster Trucks (PG) Adventure/Animated
A high schooler builds a monster truck from scrapped cars, and then
unleashes a subterranean creature with a taste and talent for speed.
Robot Wars (NR) Sci-Fi
In a dystopian future, a corporate heist goes wrong and the team
members struggle to survive the apocalyptic sprawl.
Strangely in Love (NR) Comedy/Romance
A naive man-boy falls in love with a hotheaded blind girl and tries to help
her win back her heroic lover.
Sword Master (NR) Foreign/Action (Hong Kong)
3D martial arts epic, about an elite swordsman who is haunted by his skill,
and a challenger who aims to take his place at all costs.
Toni Erdmann (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Germany)
A practical joking father tries to reconnect with his hard working daughter
by creating an outrageous alter ego and posing as her CEO’s life coach.
Walking with the Enemy (PG13) War/Drama -- Ben Kingsley
A young man, separated from his family in WWII, disguises himself as a
Nazi SS Officer and uncovers more than just his family whereabouts.
War on Everyone (R) Action -- Alexander Skarsgård, Michael Peña
Two corrupt cops set out to blackmail and frame every criminal
unfortunate enough to cross their path
White Girl (NR) Drama
An incendiary exploration of race, gender and privilege unfolding in an
“intoxicating cloud of vice” (Los Angeles Times).
Worlds Apart (NR) Foreign/Drama (Greece)
In modern-day Greece, three love stories unfold, each representing a
different generation of Greeks in love with a foreigner.

Tuesday, April 18
Before the Flood (NR) Documentary

A look at how climate change affects our environment and what society
can do to prevent the destruction across the planet.
Bigger Fatter Liar (PG) Comedy
When a greedy video game executive crosses the line, a young genius
sets out to make his life miserable.
The Duelist (R) Foreign/Action/Drama (Russia)
In 19th century Imperial Russia, a retired army veteran makes a good
living by settling duels for aristocrats, a common practice of the era.
Founder (NR) Drama-Michael Keaton, Nick Offerman
The story of Ray Kroc, a salesman who turned two brothers’ innovative
eatery, McDonald’s, into the biggest restaurant business in the world.
Love Thy Nature (NR) Documentary
A cinematic immersion into the beauty and intimacy of our relationship
with the natural world.
Ocean Waves (NR) Foreign/Animated/Drama (Japan)
Rarely seen outside of Japan, “Ocean Waves” tells the story of a college
student and the girl who turned his life upside down.
Sable (NR) Drama/Thriller
A young woman’s dreams of moving to Wyoming are halted when her
unstable boyfriend accidentally kills a man.
Sleepless (R) Action/Crime -- Jamie Foxx, Michelle Monaghan
A cop with a connection to the criminal underworld scours a nightclub in
search of his kidnapped son.
Split (PG13) Horror/Thriller -- James McAvoy
Three girls kidnapped by a man with a diagnosed 23 distinct personalities
must escape before the apparent emergence of a frightful new 24th.

Catfight (NR) Comedy -- Sandra Oh, Anne Heche

The rivalry between two former college friends comes to a head when
they both attend the same glamorous event.
Daughter (NR) Foreign/Drama (Iran)
A young girl leaves her hometown in south of Iran for a day trip without
permission of her strict father to attend a close friend’s goodbye party.
Detour (R) Thriller
A young law student enters a pact with a man to kill his stepfather, who he
feels is responsible for his mother’s coma-inducing accident.
Disturbing the Peace (NR) Documentary
Israeli soldiers from elite units and Palestinian fighters--many of whom
served years in prison--join together to challenge the status quo.
Doo Dah Man (NR) Drama
A conman running from the police and a college boy running from his
past meet on the lonely highways of America’s southwest.
The Girl from the Brothel (NR) Foreign/Drama (Italy)
A successful Paris-based photographer flies to Cambodia to surprise her
businessman husband, but learns a terrible secret upon her arrival.
The Girl with All the Gifts (NR) Thriller -- Gemma Arterton, Glenn Close
A scientist and a teacher living in a dystopian future embark on a journey
of survival with a special young girl.
La La Land (PG13) Musical/Romance -- Emma Stone, Ryan Gosling
Big screen musical love letter about an aspiring actress and a jazz
musician set in the City of Angels.
The Levelling (R) Drama
A young woman reluctantly returns to her family farm after learning her
younger brother has died.
The Marine 5: Battleground (R) Action
While working as an EMT back stateside, marine Jake Carter finds himself
protecting a person of interest from a ruthless biker gang.
A Matter of Time (NR) Documentary
The story of Kathryn Calder (of The New Pornographers) and her
mother’s battle with ALS.
Mean Dreams (R) Drama/Thriller
Two teenagers desperate to escape their broken and abusive homes
decide to experience life on the run and the beauty of first love.
Mifune: Last Samurai (NR) Documentary
A feature-length documentary about the life and films of legendary
Japanese actor Toshiro Mifune.
Taekwondo (NR) Foreign/Studio Q/Drama (Argentina)
A man invites another guy he trains with to spend some time in his country
house among other male friends.
Underworld: Blood Wars (R) Action/Horror – Kate Beckinsale
Vampire death dealer Selene fights to end the eternal war between the
Lycan clan and the Vampire faction that betrayed her.
Witness for the Prosecution (NR) Thriller -- Kim Catrell
The hunt is on to find the murderer of a wealthy glamorous heiress who is
found dead in her London townhouse.

New Classics to DVD

36 Hours (1965) (NR) War – 4/11
Border Incident (1949) (NR) Crime Drama – 4/11
On Dangerous Ground (1951) (NR) Crime Drama – 4/11
When Dinosaurs Ruled the Earth (1970) (NR) Sci-Fi/Fantasy – 4/11
The Scar (1948) (NR) Crime Drama – 4/18
Daredevils of the Red Circle (1939) (NR) Drama – 4/25
Don’t Give Up the Ship (1959) (NR) Comedy – 4/25
He Said She Said (1991) (PG13) Comedy/Romance – 4/25
The Third Reich: Hitler’s UFOs and the Nazi’s Most Powerful Weapon The Optimists of Nine Elms (1973) (PG) Drama – 4/25
(NR) Documentary Exploration of the theory that many top Nazi scientists Papa’s Delicate Condition (1973) (NR) Comedy – 4/25
and psychiatrists suggested an outside force assisted the regime.
Those Daring Young Men in Their Jaunty Jalopies (1969)
Watcher (NR) Horror
(G) Comedy – 4/25
Unaware of its terrible history, a young couple purchases their dream
home, but someone or something is determined to drive them out.

Tuesday, April 25

New TV on DVD

DCI Banks: Season 5 -- 4/4
Mars: Season 1 (National Geographic) -- 4/11
On a romantic getaway to Iceland, a young American couple wake up one Animal Kingdom: Season 1 -- 4/25
morning to discover every person on earth has disappeared.
Bridge: Season 3 -- 4/25
The Carer (NR) Comedy -- Brian Cox, Anna Chancellor
Murders at Barmule -- 4/25
Bokeh (NR) Sci-Fi/Drama

A young Hungarian actress with a desire to make it on the English stage
becomes the caretaker for a legendry actor who wants to be left alone.

